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 Pinterest Could Top $1 Billion in Revenue as Mobile Ads Surge 
bdpatoday has over 35 Pinterest Boards, 2600+ Pins, and over 15,000 monthly viewers  

WASHINGTON  // BDPA-DC // — Industry sources are 
claiming Pinterest may be on pace to double last year’s $500 
million in sales. 

Pinterest
becomes a very popular hangout for its larger fashion and beauty 

eyeballs every month.  

consumer start-ups such as Airbnb and Uber aiming to hit the 

such as #techandmedia coding and cybersecurity 
apps gadgets USA 

Today reports these “pins” provide valuable and targeted data 
about consumers’ interests and their intent to buy.   bt   

–  Sources and photo: USA Today and

Markets ‘DeFANGed’ Despite Economic Up-tick
NEW YORK // BDPA-NY // — Social media business models remain under a cloud due to public trust 

Facebook Amazon  and 
juggernauts) led 
ever. 

According to CNBC and 

CNBC  
Google and YouTube) both declined more than 2 percent.  bt  
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| -or-
Founded in 1975 as Black Data Processing Associates by Earl A. Pace, Jr. and the late David Wimberly, National BDPA 
was created to bring underrepresented communities together whose members were employed in  information 

development and academic enrichment. Today, BDPA remains an international organization with its diverse 
membership of professionals and students engaged at every level across all industry verticals. BDPA and its Mission 
Partners continue to develop community engagement programs in support of a stronger technical workforce for 
America’s information and communications technology (ICT) pipelines. 

Throughout the year, local BDPA chapters conduct SITES training programs for youth in their communities. These 
programs are designed to expose students to new information technology (IT) and cybersecurity (CS) concepts 
of computer and data science giving them the expertise to develop applications. Several BDPA chapters will 
participate in regional competitions throughout the country to further prepare their students. BDPA chapters 
are able to send one (1) team of 3 to 5 students to the National BDPA Technology Conference to compete for 
scholarships and internships with teams from other BDPA chapter cities across the United States. 

Our HSCC Program was founded in 1986 by Dr. Jesse Bemley, of Washington, D.C. What started as a two-team 
event between Washington, D.C. and Atlanta, GA has grown to over 20 teams of various high school students 
from local BDPA chapters throughout the nation. Local HSCC and Jr. Dev programs, such as our Mobile App 

them to seek higher levels of education, and groom many of them to become our next generation of IT and 
Cyber professionals.  Industry mission-partners provide funding and support. 

 |  $100.00 per year
Professional BDPA Membership is open to anyone interested in supporting BDPA’s mission, while embracing new 
trends in technology, telecommunications, cybersecurity, information technology (IT), or Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Math (STEM). To apply, join, or renew, visit: 

 |  $25.00 per year
Students from middle school, high school, community college, vocational training, any college or university may 
join by visiting  or apply for sponsored complimentary memberships by simply emailing current resumes 
to:  resumes@bdpadc.org

$400.00 to $2500 per year
www.bdpa.org  |  www.bdpatoday.com  |  www.bdpadc.org  |  www.populartechnology.tv
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